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High Power

High Speed

High Thrust Force
Optimal for applications where the work is pus-
hed, for example in die sets.

EZA6 (Lead 6 mm)

Maximum Thrust Force: 400 N

Maximum Push Force: 500 N
(permanent pushing possible)

push

work

30kg

Large Transportable Mass
The work can be moved directly without 
external guide.

EZA6 (Lead 6 mm)

Maximum Transportable Mass: Horizontal 9 kg*

Vertical 30 kg
* The maximum horizontal transportable mass changes due to the moment.

* In horizontal operation the maximum horizontal transportable mass can be 
up to 60 kg by providing an external guide mechanism.

High Speed
High-speed positioning is possible.

EZA4/EZA6 (Lead 12 mm)

Maximum Speed: 600 mm/s

Sensorless Return to Home at Speed of 100 mm/s

We have developed a dedicated stop buffer to achieve 
the sensorless return to home operation at a maximum
speed of 100 mm/s. stop buffer
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Space-Saving

Easy to Install

Space-Saving
The shape of the motor cable outlet was changed
to eliminate dead space.
In relation to the stroke the total length is shorter,
enabling a space-saving design of your equipment.

Stroke Total Length+ 280.5 mm = 

LM-Guide inside
With the implementation of the LM-Guide within
the main body of the cylinder it becomes more
compact and easy to use.

Operation without External Guide
There is no need for an external guide
mechanism, you can directly transport 
the mass or conduct a push operation.

Without external guide

stop buffer
ball screw nut

Internal structure

guide block
ball screw

guide rail
rod

For the ball screw and the LM-Guide the AFF-grease with
low dust generation is used, often applied in clean rooms.

“LM-Guide” is a registered trademark of THK Co., Ltd.

Installation on 
the rod side

Flexible Mounting
Installation is possible on the rod side and on the base side. Accessories
like dual axes mounting plates are sold separately.

Installation with mounting
plates (sold separately)

Installation on
the base side base

mounting plates

Easy combination with motorized
slide EZS Series to two axes (X-Y).
By using the mounting plate (sold
separately) the EZA Series can be
easily mounted on the table of the
motorized slide EZS Series.

EZA Series

EZS Series

Dual axes 
mounting 
plate
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